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Abstract
We study the relationship between the structure of" discourse and a set of summarization heuristics that are
employed by current systems. A tight coupling of the
two enables us to learn genre-specific combinations of
heuristics that can be used for disambiguation during discourse parsing. The same coupling enables us to construct discourse structures that yield summaries that contain textual units that are not only important according to
a variety of position-, title-, and lexical-similarity-based
heuristics, but also central to the main claims of texts. A
careful analysis of our results enables us to shed some
new light on issues related to summary evaluation and
learning.

each individual heuristic yields a probability distribution
that reflects the importance of sentences. A combination
of the probability distributions defined by each heuristic
yields the sentences that are most likely to be included in
a summary.
What all these multiple heuristic-based systems have
in common is that they treat texts as flat sequences o f
sentences - - no such system employs discourse-based
heuristics. As a consequence, it is possible, for example,
a sentence to be assigned a high importance score on the
basis of its position in the text and its semantic similarity with the title, although it is subsidiary to the main argument made in the text. In this paper, we remedy this
shortcoming, by taking advantage of the structure of discourse.

1

Motivation

Current approaches to automatic summarization employ
techniques that assume that textual salience correlates
with a wide range of linguistic phenomena. Some of
these approaches assume that important textual units contain words that are used frequently (Luhn, 1958; Edmundson, 1968) or words that are used in the title and section headings (Edmundson, 1968). Some of them assume
that important sentences are located at the beginning or
end of paragraphs (Baxendale, 1958) or at positions that
can be determined through training for each particular
text genre (Lin and Hovy, 1997). Other systems assume
that important sentences in texts contain "bonus" words
and phrases, such as significant, important, in conclusion and In this paper we show, while unimportant sentences contain "stigma" words such as hardly and impossible (Edmundson, 1968; Kupiec et al., 1995; Teufel and
Moens, 1997). Other systems assume that important sentences and concepts are the highest connected entities in
more or less elaborate semantic structures (Skorochodko,
1971; Hoey, 1991; Salt0n and Allan, 1995; Mani and
Bloedorn, 1998; Barzilay and Elhadad, 199_7). And, yet,
others assume that important sentences and clauses are
derivable from a discourse representation of texts (Ono
et al., 1994; Marcu, 1997a; Marcu, 1997c).
A variety of systems (Edmundson, 1968; Kupiec et
al., 1995; Teufel and Moens, 1997; Lin. 1998; Mani
and Bloedorn, 1998) were designed to integrate subsets
of the heuristics mentioned above. In these approaches,
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More precisely, we study the relationship between the
structure of discourse and a set of summarization heuristics that are employed by current systems. A tight coupling of the two, which is achieved by applying a simple
learning mechanism, gives us two advantages over previous methods. First, two corpora of manually built summaries enable us to learn genre-specific combinations of
heuristics that can be used for disambiguation during discourse parsing. Second, the discourse structures that we
derive enable us to select textual units that are not only
important according to a variety of position-, title-, and
lexically-based heuristics, but also central to the main
claims of texts.
In section 2, we review the discourse theory and the
algorithms that constitute the foundation of our work.
We explain then our approach to fusing various summarization heuristics in our discourse processing framework
(section 3) and we review each of the heuristics from a
discourse perspective. In section 4, we evaluate the appropriatenessof using each individual heuristic for summarization and present an algorithm that finds combinations of heuristics that yield optimal summaries. We end
the paper by assessing the strengths and limitations of our
approach.

2

Background w o r k

RST. The discourse theory that we are going to use is
Rhetorical Structure Theory(RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988). Central to RST is the notion of rhetorical
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relation, which is a relation that holds between two nonoverlapping text spans called NUCLEUS and SATELLITE.
(There are a few exceptions to this rule: some relations,
such as CONTRAST, are multinuclear.) The distinction
between nuclei and satellites comes from the empirical
observation that the nucleus expresses what is more essential to the writer's purpose than the satellite; and that
the nucleus of a rhetorical relation is comprehensible independent of the satellite, but not vice versa.
Text coherence in RST is assumed to arise from a set
of constraints. The constraints operate on the nucleus, on
the satellite, and on the combination of nucleus and satellite. For example, an EVIDENCE relation holds between
the nucleus (labelled as 5 in text (1), which is shown below) and the satellite (labelled as 6 in text (1)), because
the nucleus presents some information that the writer believes to be insufficiently supported to be accepted by
the reader; the satellite presents some information that is
thought to be believed by the reader or that is credible to
her; and the comprehension of the satellite increases the
reader's belief in the nucleus. Rhetorical relations can be
assembled into rhetorical structure trees (RS-trees) by recursively applying individualrelations to spans that range
in size from one clause-like unit to the whole text.
Rhetorical parsing. Recent developments in computational linguistics have created the means for the automatic derivation of rhetorical structures of unrestricted
texts. For example, when the text shown in (1), below,
is given as input to the rhetorical parsing algorithm that
is discussed in detail by Marcu (1997b; 1997c), it is broken into ten elementary units (those surrounded by square
brackets). The rhetorical parsing algorithm then uses cue
phrases and a simple notion of semantic similarity in order to hypothesize rhetorical relations among the elementary units. Eventually, the algorithm derives the rhetorical structure tree shown in figure 1.
(1) [With its distant orbit - - 50 percent farther from the sun
than Earth - - and slim atmospheric blanket, z] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions?] [Surface temperarures typically average about - 6 0 degrees Celsius ( - 7 6
degrees Fahrenheit) at the equator and can dip to - 1 2 3
degrees C near the poles,a ] [Only the midday sun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion,4]
[but any liquid water formed in this way would evaporate almost instantlyS] [because of the low atmospheric
pressure.6]
[Although the atmosphere holds a small amount
• of water, and water-ice clouds sometimes develop,r]
[most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbon
dioxide)] [Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen
carbon dioxide rages over one pole, and a few meters of
this dry-ice snow accumulate as previously frozen carbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap.9 ] [Yet
even on the summer pole. where the sun remains in the
sky all day long, temperatures never warm enough to melt
• frozen waterJ ° ]
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Figure 1: The discourse tree built by the rhetorical
parser (Marcu, 1997c) for text (1).

This discourse structure obeys the constraints put forth
by Mann and Thompson (1988) and Marcu (1996). It
is a binary tree whose leaves are the elementary textual
units in (1). Each node in the tree plays either the role
of nucleus or satellite. In figure 1, nuclei are represented
by solid boxes, while satellites are represented by dotted boxes. The internal nodes of the discourse structure
are labelled with names of rhetorical relations and with
numbers. The numbers denote the salient or promotion
units of that node; they correspond to the most important units in the subsumed text span. They are determined
in a bottom-up fashion, as follows: the salient unit of a
leaf is the leaf itself; the salient units of an internal node
are given by the union of the salient units of its immediate nuclear children. For example, the node that spans
units [4---6] has salient units 4 and 5 because the immediate children of the node labelled with relation CONTRAST
are both nuclei, which have promotion units 4 and 5 respectively; the root node, which spans units [1-10] has 2
as its salient unit because only the node that corresponds
to span [1-6] is a nucleus, whose salient unit is 2. In
figure 1, parent nodes are linked to subordinated nuclei
by solid arrows; parent nodes are linked to subordinated
satellites by dotted lines.
summarization.
Once a discourse
structure such as that shown in figure 1 is created, we can
derive a partial ordering of the important units in the original text by considering that the units that are promoted
closer to the root are more important than those that are
promoted less close. By applying this criterion to tree 1,
we obtain the partial ordering shown in (2), below, because unit 2 is the only promotion unit associated with the
root, unit 8 is the only unit found one level below the root,
units 3 and 10 are the only units found two levels below
the root, and so on.
Discourse-based

(2) 2 > 8 > 3 , 1 0 >
1,4,5,7,9>6
Using partial ordering (2) we can obtain a summary that
contains k% of the original text by selecting the first k%

units in the partial ordering.
By applying this algorithm, Marcu (1997a; 1997c) has
built a summarization system that recalled 52.77% (with
precision 50.00%) of the clause-like units that were considered important by human judges in a collection of:five
texts.

3
3.1

An enhanceddiscourse-based
framework for text summarization
Introduction

There are two ways in which one can integrate a
discourse-based measure of textual saliency, such as that
described above, with measures of saliency that are based
on cohesion, position, similarity with the title, etc. The
simplest way is to compute a probability distribution o f
the importance of textual units according to the discourse
method and to combine it with all probability distributions produced by the other heuristics. In such an approach, the discourse heuristic is just one of the n heuristics that are employed by a system. Obtaining good summaries amounts then to determining a good way of combining the implemented heuristics.
Overall, a summarization system that works along the
lines described above still treats texts as flat sequences
of textual units, although the discourse method internally
uses a more sophisticated representation. The shortcoming of such an approach is that it still permits the selection of textual units that do not play a central role in discourse. For example, if the text to be summarized consists only of units 7 and 8 in text (!), it may be possible
that the combination of the position, title, and discourse
heuristics will yield a higher score for unit 7 than for unit
8, although unit 8 is the nucleus of the text and expresses
what is important. Unfortunately, if we interpret text as a
flat sequence of units, the rhetorical relation and the nuclearity assignments with respect to these units cannot be
appropriately exploited.
A more complex way to integrate discourse, cohesion,
position, and other summarization-based methods is to
consider that the structure of discourse is the most important factor in determining saliency, an assumption supported by experiments done by Mani et al. (1998). In
such an approach, we no longer interpret texts as flat sequences of textual units, but as tree structures that reflect the nuclearity and rhetorical relations that characterize each textual span. When discourse is taken to be
central to the interpretation of text, obtaining good summaries amounts to finding the "best" discourse interpretations. In the rest of the paper, we explore this approach.
3.2

C r i t e r i a for m e a s u r i n g the " g o o d n e s s " o f
discourse s t r u c t u r e s

In order to find the 'best' discourse interpretations, i.e.,
the interpretations that yield summaries that are most
similar to summaries generated manually, we considered
seven metrics, which we discuss below.
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The c l u s t e r i n g - b a s e d metric. A common assumption
in the majority of current text theories is that good texts
exhibit a well-defined topical structure. In our approach,
we assume that a discourse tree is "better" if it exhibits a
high-level structure that matches as much as possible the
topical boundaries of the text for which that structure is
built.
In order to capture this intuition, when we build discourse trees, we associate with each node of a tree a clustering score. For the leaves, this score is 0; for the internal
nodes, the score is given by the similarity between the immediate children. The similarity is computed using a traditional cosine metric, in the style of Hearst (1997). We
consider that a discourse tree ,4 is "better" than another
discourse tree t3 if the sum of the clustering scores associated with the nodes of A is higher than the sum of the
clustering scores associated with the nodes of/3.
The m a r k e r - b a s e d metric. Naturally occurring texts
use a wide range of discourse markers, which signal coherence relations between textual spans of various sizes.
We assume that a discourse structure should reflect explicitly as many of the discourse relations that are signaled by discourse markers. In other words, we assume
that a discourse structure .4 is better than a discourse
structure B if+4 uses more rhetorical relations that are explicitly signaled than B.
The
rhetorical-clustering-based
metric. The
clustering-based metric discussed above computes an
overall similarity between two textual spans. However,
in the discourse formalization proposed by Marcu ( 1996;
1997c), it is assumed that whenever a discourse relation
holds between two textual spans, that relation also
holds between the salient units (nuclei) associated with
those spans. We extend this observation to similarity
as well, by introducing the rhetorical-clustering-based
metric, which measures the similarity between the
salient units associated with two spans. For example, the
clustering-based score associated with the root of the tree
in figure 1 measures the similarity between spans [i,6]
and [7,10]. In contrast, the rhetorical-clustering-based
score associated with the root of the same tree measures
the similarity between units 2 and 8, which are the salient
units that pertain to spans [ 1,6] and [7,10] respectively.
In the light of the rhetorical-clustering-based metric, we
consider that a discourse tree A is "better" than another
discourse tree B if the sum o f the rhetorical-clustering
scores associated with the nodes of .4 is higher than the
sum of the rhetorical-clustering scores associated with
the nodes of B.
T h e s h a p e - b a s e d m e t r i c . The only disambiguation
metric that we used in our previous work (Marcu, 1997b)
was the shape-based metric, according to which the
"best" trees are those that are skewed to the right. The
explanation for this metric is that text processing is, essentially, a left-to-right process. In many genres, people
write texts so that the most important ideas go first, both

at the paragraph and at the text levels. I The more text
writers add, the more they elaborate on the text that went
before: as a consequence, incremental discourse building consists mostly of expansion of the tight branches.
According to the shape-based metric, we consider that
a discourse tree A is "better" than another discourse
tree B if A is more skewed to the right than B (see
Marcu (1997c) for a mathematical formulation of the notion of skewedness).

The title-based metric.

A variety of systems assume
that important sentences in a text use words that occur
in the title. We measure the similarity between each textual unit and the title by applying a traditional cosine mettic. We compute a title-based score for each discourse
structure by computing the similarity between the title
and the units that are promoted as salient in that structure. The intuition that we capture in this way is that a
discourse structure should be constructed so that it promotes as close to the root as possible the units that are
similar with the title. According to the title-based mettic, we consider that a discourse structure A is "better"
that a discourse structure B if the title-based score of .4
is higher than the title-based score of/3.

The position-based metric.

Research in summarization (Baxendale, 1958; Edmundson, 1968; Kupiec et al.,
1995; Lin and Hovy, 1997) has shown that, in genres with
stereotypical structure, important sentences are often located at the beginning or end of paragraphs/documents.
Our position-based metric captures this intuition by assigning a positive score to each textual unit that belongs
to the first two or last sentences of the the first three or last
two paragraphs. We compute a position-based score for
each discourse structure by averaging the position-based
scores of the units that are promoted as salient in that
discourse structure. The intuition that we capture in this
way is that a discourse structure should be constructed so
that it promotes as close to the root as possible the units
that are located at the beginning or end of a text. According to the position-based metric, we consider that a
discourse structure .4 is "better" that a discourse structure 13 if the position-based score of .4 is higher than the
position-based score of/3.

The connectedness-based metric.

A heuristic that is
often employed by current summarization systems is that
of considering important the highest connected entities in
more or less elaborate semantic structures (Skorochodko,
1971; Hoey, 1991; Salton and Allan, 1995; Mani and
Bloedorn. 1998; Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997). We implement this heuristic by computing the average cosine similarity of each textual unit in a text with r ~ p e c t to all the
other units. We associate a connectedness-based score to
each discourse structure by averaging the connectednessbased scores of the units that are promoted as salient in
that discourse structure. As in the case of the other mett In fact. journalists are trained to employ this "'pyramid"approach
Io writing consciously(Curnming and McKercher. 1994).
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tics, we consider that a discourse structure A is "better"
that a discourse structure B if the connectedness-based
score of A is higher than the connectedness-based score
of B.

4
4.1

Combining heuristics
The approach

As we have already mentioned, discourse parsing is ambiguous the same way sentence parsing is: the rhetorical
parsing algorithm often derives more than one discourse
structure for a given text. Each of the seven metrics listed
above favors a different discourse interpretation.
For the purpose of this paper, we assume that the "best'"
discourse structures are given by a linear combination of
the seven metrics. Hence, along the lines described in
section 3.2, we associate with each discourse structure a
clusteting-based score sctust, a marker-based score Smark, a
rhetorical-clustering-based score Srh~,,t,s~, a shape-based
score sshap,, a title-based score Sdtl¢, a position-based
score Seos, and a connectedness-based score sco,,; and
we assume that the best tree of a text is that that corresponds to the discourse structure D that has the highest
score s ( D ) . The score s ( D ) is computed as shown in (3),
where w c t , , t , . . . , woo, are weights associated with each
metric.
s ( D ) = w~l.,, x s ~ l . , , ( D ) +
tVma~ X Smark( D)-t"

(3)

W,~,,.~l,,, X Sr~,,.~t,,s,(D)+
U',hap, X S,hop,( D ) + W,i,t, × S,i,l,( O ) +
Wpo, x Sp,,,(D) + w~.. x s,-o,(D).
To avoid data skewedness, the scores that correspond to
each metric are normalized to values between 0 and 1.
" Given the above formulation, our goal is to determine
combinations of weights that yield discourse structures
that, in turn, yield summaries that are as close as possible
to those generated by humans. In discourse terms, this
amounts to using empirical summarization data for discourse parsing disambiguation.

4.2

Corpora used in the study

In order to evaluate the appropriateness for summarization of each of the heuristics, we have used two corpora:
a corpus of 40 newspaper articles from the TREC collection (Jing et al., 1998) and a corpus of five articles from
Scientific American (Marcu, ! 997a).
Five human judges selected sentences to be included
in 10% and 20% summaries of each of the articles in the
TREC corpus (see (Jing et al., 1998) for details). For
each of the 40 articles and for each cutoff figure (10% and
20%), we took the set of sentences selected by at least
three human judges as the "gold standard" for summarization. In our initial experiments, we noticed that the
rhetorical parsing algorithm needed more than I minute
in order to automatically generate summaries for seven
of the 40 articles in the TREC corpus, which were highly
ambiguous from a discourse perspective. In order to enable a better employment of training techniques that are

specific to machine learning, we partitioned the TREC
collection into two subsets. The first subset contained
15 documents: this subset included the seven documents
for which our summarization algorithm required ex~tensive computation and eight other documents that were selected randomly. The second subset contained the rest
of 25 documents for which our algorithm could generate
summaries sufficiently fast. For the purpose of this paper,
we will refer to the collection of 25 articles as the "training corpus" and to the collection of 15 articles as the "test
corpus". However, the reader should not take the de:notations associated with these referents literally, because
the partitioning was not performed randomly. Rather, the
reader should see the partitioning only as a means for accelerating the process that determines combination:~ of
heuristics that yield the best summarization results for all
the texts in the corpus.
The second corpus consisted of five Scientific American texts whose elementary textual units (clause-like
units) were labelled by 13 human judges as being
very important, somewhat important, or unimportant
(see (Marcu, 1997c) for the details of the experiment).
For each of the five texts, we took the set of textual units
for which at least seven judges agreed to be very important as the gold standard for summarization.
We built automatically discourse structures for the
texts in the two corpora using various combinations of
weights and we compared the summaries that were derived from these structures with the gold standards. The
comparison employed traditional recall and precision figures, which reflected the percent of textual units that were
identified correctly by the program with respect to the
gold standards and the percent of textual units that were
identified correctly by the program with respect to the total number of units that were identified by the program.
For both corpora, we attempted to mimic as closely as
possible the summarization tasks carried out by human
judges. For the TREC corpus, we automatically extracted
summaries at 113% and 20% cutoffs; for the Scientific
American corpus, we automatically extracted summaries
that reflected the lengths of the summaries on which human judges agreed.

4.3

Appropriateness for summarization of the
individual heuristics
The T R E C corpus. Initially, we evaluated the appropriateness for text summarization of each of the seven
heuristics at both 10% and 20% cutoffs for the collection
of texts in the TREC corpus. By assigning in turn value 1
to each of the seven weights, while the other six weights
were assigned value 0, we estimated the appropriateness
of using each individual metric for text summarization.
Tables 1 and 2 show the recall and precision figures
that pertain to discourse structures that were built for the
TREC corpus, in order to evaluate the appropriateness for
text summarization of each of the seven metrics at 10%
and 20% cutoffs, respectively. For a better understanding
of the impact of each heuristic, tables I and 2 also show
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Metric
I Recall
Humans
83.20%
48.08%
Clustering
38.63%
Marker
Rhetorical clustering 26.26%
44.04%
Shape
58.93%
Title
52.87%
Position
35.35%
Connectedness
Lead
82.91%
Random
9.44%

Precision
75.95%
54.29%
44.44%
27.87%
52.52%
67.67%
63.73%
31.31%
63.45%
9.44.%

Table 1: The appropriateness of each of the seven metrics
for text summarization in the TREC corpus - - the 10%
cutoff.
Metric
I Recall
Humans
82.83%
40.99%
Clustering
37.91%
Marker
Rhetorical clustering 23.10%
46.54%
Shape
42.29%
Title
37.48%
Position
29.87%
Connectedness
Lead
70.91%
Random
15.80%

Precision
64.93%
43.61%
38.78%
24.68%
49.73%
40.17%
40.97%
32.78%
46.96%
15.80%

Table 2: The appropriateness of each of the seven metrics
for text summarization in the TREC corpus - - the 20%
cutoff.

the recall and precision figures associated with the human
judges and with two baseline algorithms. The recall and
precision figures for the human judges were computed by
taking the average recall and precision of the summaries
built by each human judge individually when compared
with the gold standard. These recall and precision figures can be interpreted as summarization upper-bounds
for the collection of texts that they characterize. Since
each judge contributed to the derivation of the gold standards, the recall and precision figures that pertain to human judges are biased: they are probably higher than the
figures that would characterize an outsider to the experiment.
The recall and precision figures that pertain to the baseline algorithms are computed as follows: the lead-based
algorithm assumes that important units are located at the
beginning of texts; the random-based algorithm assumes
that important units can be selected randomly.
The results in table 1 show that, for newspaper articles, the title- and position-based metrics are the best
individual metrics for distinguishing between discourse
trees that are appropriate for generating 10% summaries
and discourse trees that are not. Interestingly, none of

Metric
Humans
Clustering
Marker
Rhetorical clustering
Shape
Title
Position
Connectedness
Lead
Random

these heuristics taken in isolation is better than the leadbased algorithm. In fact, the results in table 1 show that
there is almost no quantitative difference in terms of recall and precision between summaries generated by the
lead-based algorithm and summaries generated by humarls.

We were so puzzled by this finding that we investigated
further this issue: by scanning the collection of 40 articles, we came to believe that since most of them are very
short and simple, they are inappropriate as a testbed for
summarization research. To estimate the validity of this
belief, we focused our attention on a subset of 10 articles
that seemed to use a more sophisticated writing style, that
did not follow straightforwardly the pyramid-based approach; each of these 10 articles used at least once the
word "computer". When we evaluated the performance
of the lead-based algorithm on this subset, we obtained
figures of 66.00% recall and 43.66% precision at the 10%
cutoff. This result suggests that as soon more sophisticated texts are considered, the performance of the leadbased algorithm decreases significantly even within the
newspaper genre.
The results in table 2 show that, for newspaper articles,
the shape-based metric is the best individual metric for
distinguishing between discourse trees that are appropriate for 20% summaries and discourse trees that are not.
Still, the shape-based heuristic is not better than the leadbased algorithm.
The Scientific American corpus. When we evaluated
the appropriateness for text summarization of the heuristics at both clause and sentence levels for the collection of
texts in the Scientific American corpus, we obtained a totally different distribution of the configuration of weights
that yielded the highest recall and precision figures.
A close analysis of the results in table 3 shows
that, for Scientific American articles, the clustering-,
rhetorical-clustering-, and shape-based metrics are the
best individual metrics for distinguishing between discourse trees that are good for clause-based summarization and discourse trees that are not.
The results in table 4 show that, for Scientific American articles, the shape-based metric is the best individual
metric for distinguishing between discourse trees that are
appropriate for sentence-based summarization. Surprisingly, the title-, position-, and connectedness-based metrics underperform even the random-based metric.
In contrast with the results that pertain to the TREC
corpus, the lead-based algorithm performs significantly
worse than human judges for the texts in the Scientific
American corpus, despite the Scientific American texts
being shorter than those in the TREC collection.
Discussion. Overall, the recall and precision figures
presented in this section suggest that no individual heuristic consistently guarantees success across different text
genres. Moreover, the figures suggest that, even within
the same genre, the granularity of the textual units that are
selected for summarization and the overall length of the
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Recall
72.66%
54.05%
43.24%
48.65%
51.35%
40.54%
29.73%
24.32%
39.68%
25.70%

Precision
69.63%
66.66%
55.17%
62.07%
63.33%
55.56%
47.83%
40.91%
39.68%
25.70%

Table 3: The appropriateness of each of the seven metrics
for text summarization in the Scientific American corpus
- - the clause-like unit case.
Metric
I Recall
Precision
Humans
78.11%
79.37%
Clustering
42.31%
42.31%
Marker
42.31%
42.31%
Rhetorical clustering 46.15%
40.00%
Shape
57.69%
51.72%
Title
30.77%
33.33%
Position
30.77%
38.10%
Connectedness
23.O8% 25.00%
54.22%
Lead
54.22%
Random
38.40%
38.40%
Table 4: The appropriateness of each of the seven metrics
for text summarization in the Scientific American corpus
the sentence case.

summary affect the appropriateness of a given heuristic.
By focusing only on the human judgments, we notice
that the newspaper genre yields a higher consistency than
the Scientific American genre with respect to what humans believe to be important. Also, the results in this
section show that humans agree better on important sentences than on important clauses; and that within the
newspaper genre, they agree better on what is very important (the 10% summaries) than on what is somewhat
important (the 20% summaries).
4.4

Learning the best c o m b i n a t i o n s of heuristics
The individual applications of the metrics suggest what
heuristics are appropriate for summarizing texts that belong to the text genres of the two corpora. In addition to
this assessment, we were also interested in finding combinations of heuristics that yield good summaries. To this
end, we employed a simple learning paradigm, which we
describe below.

4.4.1 A GSAT-like algorithm
In the framework that we proposed in this paper, finding a combination of metrics that is best for summarization amounts to finding a combination of weights

wctust, . . . , Wco, that maximizes the recall and precision
figures associated with automatically built summaries.
The algorithm shown in figure 2 performs a greedy search
in the seven-dimensional space defined by the weights,
using an approach that mirrors that proposed by Sehnan,
Levesque, and Mitchell (1992) for solving propositional
satisfiability problems.
The algorithm assigns initially to each member of the
vector of weights I~maz a random value in the interval
[0, 1]. This assignment corresponds to a point in the ndimensional space defined by the weights. The program
then attempts NoO]Steps times to move incrementally,
in the n-dimensional space, along a direction that maximizes the F-measure of the recall and precision figures
that pertain to the automatically built summaries. The Fmeasure is computed as shown in (4), below.
(4) F = 2 x P r e c i s i o n x R e c a l t
Precision+Recall

The F-measure always takes values between the values of
recall and precision, and is higher when recall and precision are closer.
For each point I~"t the program computes the F-value
of the recall and precision figures of the summaries that
correspond to all the points in the neighborhood of IVt
that are at distance A w along each of the seven axes (lines
6-10 in figure 2). From the set of 14 points that characterize the neighborhood of the current configuration I f"t,
the algorithm selects randomly (line 12) one ofthe weight
configurations that yielded the maximum F-value (line
11). In line 13, the algorithm moves in the n-dimensional
space to the position that characterizes the configuration
of weights that was selected on line 12. After NoOfSteps iterations, the algorithm updates the configuration
of weights ~ ,
such that it reflects the combination of
weights that yielded the maximal F-value of the recall and
precision figures (line 15 in figure 2). The algorithm repeats this process noOyTries times, in order to increase
the chance of finding a maximum that is not local.
Since the lengths of the summaries that we automatically extracted was fixed in all cases, we chose to look
for configurations of weights that maximized the F-value
of the recall and precision figures. However, one can use
the algorithm in figure 2 to find configurations of weights
that maximize only the recall or only the precision figure
as well.
Results
The TRECcorpus. We have experimented with different values for noOfFries, noOfSteps, and Aw. When we
ran the algorithm shown in figure 2 on the collection of 25
texts in our training TREC corpus, with noQfFries = 50,
noOfSteps = 60, and Aw = 0.4, we obtained multiple
configurations of weights that yielded maximal F-values
of the recall and precision figures at both 10% and 20%
cutoffs. Table 5 shows only the two best configurations
for each cutoff. The best configuration of weights for the
10% cutoff recalls 68.33% of the sentences considered
important by human judges in the whole TREC corpus
4.4.2
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with a precision of 84.16%. The F-value of the recall and
precision figures for this configuration is 75.42%, which
is approximately 4% lower than the F-value that pertains
to human judges and 3.5% higher that the F-value that
pertains to the lead-based algorithm. The results in table 5 show that at 10% cutoff there is not too much difference between summaries built by human judges, by
the rhetorical parser, and by the lead-based algorithm.
Since the lead-based algorithm performs so well at the
10% level, the only conclusion that we can draw is that
for short newspaper articles, the lead-based algorithm is
the most efficient solution.
At the 20% cutoff, the best configuration of weights
recalls 59.51% of the sentences considered important by
human judges in the whole corpus, with 72.11% precision. The F-value of the recall and precision figures for
this configuration is 65.21%, which is about 7.5% lower
than the F-value that pertains to human judges and 8.5%
higher than the F-value that pertains to the lead-based
algorithm. These results suggest that when we want to
build longer summaries, the lead-based heuristic is no
longer appropriate even within the newspaper genre (and
even for simple articles).
The Scientific American corpus. We also ran the algorithm shown in figure 2 on the collection of five texts in
our Scientific American corpus, with noOyTries = 120,
noO]Steps = 50, and Au, = 0.4. Table 6 shows 2
configurations of weights that yielded maximal F-values
of the recall and precision figures at the clause-like unit
level and 4 configurations of weights that yielded maximal F-values at the sentence level. The best combination
of weights for summarization at the clause-like unit level
recalls 67.57% of the elementary units considered imporiant by human judges, with a precision of 73.53%. The
F-value of the recall and precision figures for this configuration is 70.42%, which is less than 1% lower than the Fvalue that pertains to human judges and about 30% higher
than the F-value that pertains to the lead-based algorithm.
This result outperforms significantly the previous 52.77%
recall and 50.00% precision figures that were obtained
by Marcu using only the shape-based heuristic (1997c;
1997a).
The best combination of weights for summarization at
the sentence level recalls 69.23% of the sentences considered important by human judges, with a precision of
64.29%. The F-value of the recall and precision figures for this configuration is 66.67%, which is about ! 2%
lower than the F-value that pertains to human judges but
about 12% higher than the F-value that pertains to the
lead-based algorithm. These results suggest that although
Scientific American articles cannot be summarized properly by applying a simple, lead-based heuristic, they can
be by applying the discourse-based algorithm.
Discussion. Because of the limited size of the corpora
and because of the rhetorical ambiguity of some of the
texts in the TREC corpus, carrying out cross-validation.
experiments was either meaningless or prohibitively ex-

Input: A corpus of texts C'r.
The manually built summaries ST for the texts in C7-.
NoOfTries, NoOfSteps, A w .

Output: The weights Ii,'~a~ = {w~l~,,w~k . . . . . w,.o,,} that yield the best summaries with respect to CT and ST.
1. ~'ma~ = {Wets,, W ~ , k . . . . .

Wean} = { r a n d ( O , 1), r a n d ( O , 1) . . . . . r a n d ( O , 1)}

2. for tries = 1 to N o O f Y r i e s
3.
4.

14:, = {wets,, w~rk . . . . . w~o~) = {rand(O, 1), rand(O, I ) . . . . . rand(O, I ) }
Ft = F_RecallAndPrecision(wct~,, w ~ , k , . . . , w ~ , ) ;

5.
6.
7.

for flips = 1 to N o O t S t e p s
Ft = F_RecallAndPrecision(wcl~, + A w , w,~,k, . .. , W~o~);
F: = F_RecallAndPrecision(w~t~,~t- A w , w ~ , , , . . . , w~o,);

8.

.

9.
I0.
11.
12.
13.
14.

.

.

Fl3 = F.RecallAndPrecision(wct~,, w,,,~,k, • • • , w¢o,, + Aw);
FH = F_RecallAndPrecision(wcl~,, w,,o,-k, • • • , w,,,, - .Aw);
F,,~ =rnax(Ft,Fi,
F2 . . . . . FH);
Ft = randomOf(Fmo~);
1,~'t = weightsOf(Ft);
endfor

16. endfor
17. return

~"i':~
Figure 2: A GSAT-like algorithm for improving summarization.

Corpus
10%
Training 10%
Testing 10%
Both
Training 10%
Testing 10%
Both
10%
20%
Training 20%
Testing 20%
Both
Training 20%
Testing 20%
Both
20%

Method

trduj,

Wmatk

Wrhrt~luJ!

Humans
Program

0.69

0.22

-0.53

Program

1.71

0.62

0.58

Lead
Humans
Program

0.79

0.23

Program

0.65

1.02

W~hape

ll'titl¢

Wpoj

~'ctm

1.32

0.75

3.79

-0.78

0.99

1.27

1.20

- 1.17

-0.09

1.33

0.40

0.45

-0.28

0.37

0.87

0.88

0.37

0.61

Lead

] Recall
83.20%
75.33%
56.66%
68.33%
75.33%
51.66%
66.45%
82.91%
82.83%
57.40%
63.02%
59.51%
i 58.77%
154.41%
!57.14%
70.91%

Precision I F-val
75.95%
82.00%
87.77%
84.16%
84.66%
81.66%
83.53%
63.45%
64.93%
70.31%
75.11%
72.11%
58.26%
54.66%
56.91%
46.96%

79.41%
78.52%
68.86%
75.42%
79.92%
63.28%
74.01%
71.89%
72.80%
63.20%
68.54%
65.21%
58.51%
54.53%
57.O2%
56.50%

Table 5: The combination of heuristics that yielded the best summaries for the texts in the TREC corpus.

pensive. As a consequence, the recall and precision results that are reported in this paper can be interpreted as
being only suggestive of discourse-based summarization
performance. However, the experiments do support conclusions that pertain to the integration of multiple heuristics.
The analysis of the patterns of weights in tables 5 and 6
shows that, for both corpora, no individual heuristic is a
clear winner with respect to its contribution to obtaining
good summaries. For the TR.EC corpus, with the exception of the rhetorical-clustering-and the connectedness-
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based heuristics, all other heuristics seem to contribute
consistently to the improvement in summarization quality. For the S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n corpus, when combined
with other heuristics, the marker-, rhetorical-clustering-,
shape-, and title-based heuristics seem to contribute consistently to the improvement in recall and precision figures in almost all cases. In contrast, the clustering-,
position-, and connectedness-based heuristics seem to be
even detrimental with respect to the collection of texts
that we considered.
However, the conclusion that seems to be supported by

Granularity
Clause-like
unit

Method
Humans
Program

Sentence

Lead
Humans
Program

wch,.,

u,~r~

wrn,r.~t,,~

w,h~w

wrist,

u'z,~

w~o,,

0.37
1.34

0.04
0.27

1.27
0.69

0.58
0.58

0.54
-0.08

- 1.16
2.07

- 1.24
-0.53

0.41
- 1.51
0.59
-0.82

0.36
0.13
0.03
0.04

0.14
0.65
0.86
0.47

1.75
0.84
0.56
0.18

0.65
0.52
0.75
0.54

-0.46
- 1.23
-0.79
0.03

-0.73
1.06
0.50
3.15

Lead

Recall
72.66%
67.57%
62.16%
39.68%
78.11%
69.23%
65.38%
61.54%
61.54%
54.22%

Precision
69.93%
73.53%
71.87%
39.68%
79.37%
64.29%
68.00%
66.67%
66.67%
54.22%

F-val
71.27%
70.42%
66.66%
39.68%
78.73%
66.67%
66.66%
64.00%
64.00%
54.22%

Table 6: The combination of heuristics that yielded the best summaries for the texts in the S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n corpus.
[ Corpus ] Method
10%
Humans
Program
(best at 10%)
Program
(best at 20%)
Lead
20%
Humans
Program
(best at 20%)
Program
(best at 10%)
Lead

wct,,~,

w,,,,k

w,~,,.~t....

w,h,v,,, tt,,i,t,

wm,

w,.o,, ] Recall
83.20%
68.33%

Precision I F-val ]
75.95%
79.58%
84.16%
75.42%

0.79
0.65

0.23
1.02

-0.09
0.37

1.33
0.87

0.40
0.88

0.45
0.37

-0.28
0.61

64.58%
60.83%
82.91%
82.83%
59.51%

81.67%
69.99%
63.45%
64.93%
72.t1%

72.13%
65.09%
71.89%
72.80%
65.21%

0.69
1.7 !

0.22
0.62

-0.53
0.58

1.32
0.99

0.75
1.27

3.79
1.20

-0.78
- 1.17

58.13%
54.11%
70.91%

62.23&
59.78%
46.96%

60.18%
56.80%
56.50%

Table 7: A cross-analysis of summarization results in the TREC corpus.

the data in tables 5 and 6 is that the strength of a summarization system does not depend so much on the use
of one heuristic, but rather on the ability of the system to
use an optimal combination of heuristics. The data also
shows that the optimal combinations need not necessarily follow a common pattern: for example, the combinations of heuristics that yield the highest F-values of the recall and precision figures for the 10% cutoff in the TREC
corpus differ dramatically: one combination relies almost
entirely on the position-based heuristic, while the other
combination uses a much more balanced combination of
heuristics that is slightly biased towards assigning more
importance to the clustering-based heuristic.
In addition to the analysis of the patterns of weights
that yielded optimal summaries in the two corpora, we
also examined the appropriateness of using combinations
of weights that were optimal for a given summary cutoff
in order to summarize texts at a different cutoff. Table 7
shows the recall and precision figures that.are obtained
when the patterns of weights that yielded optimal summaries at 10% cutoff are used to summarize the texts in
the TREC corpus at 20% cutoff; and the recall and precision figures that are obtained when the patterns of weights
that yielded optimal summaries at 20% cutoff are used to
summarize the same texts at 10% cutoff. As the figures in
table 7 show. the combinations of heuristics that yielded
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optimal summaries at a particular cutoffdo not yield optimal summaries at other cutoffs, although we can still find
combinations of heuristics that outperform the lead-based
algorithm at both cutoffs. The results in table 7 suggest
that there are at least two ways in which one can train a
summarization system. If the system is going to be used
frequently to summarize texts at a given cutoff, then it
makes sense to train it to produce good summaries at that
cutoff. However, if the system is going to be used to generate summaries of various lengths, then a different training methodology should be adopted, one that would ensure optimality across the whole cutoff spectrum, from 1
to 99%.

5

Conclusions

The empirical and computational experiments that we described in this paper suppon at least the following conclusions. 1. For extracting 10% summaries of short articles
of the news story genre, a simple lead-based algorithm
is the most efficient solution. 2. For extracting longer
summaries of short newspaper articles and for extracting
any size summaries of complex (not necessarily news stories) newspaper articles, a simple lead-based algorithm
does not provide a satisfactory solution. This assertion
holds for other text genres, such as that o f S c i e n t i f i c A m e r i c a n , as well. 3. There is no magic key (heuristic) for ob-

raining good summarization results; rather the strength of
a summarization system seems to come from its ability
to combine a multitude of heuristics. 4. Combinations
of heuristics that yield "optimal" results for certain summary extract lengths might not yield optimal results for
different lengths. 5. Incorporating various heuristics into
a discourse-based summarization framework yields good
results. 6. In order to assess confidently the effectiveness
of the summarization methodology that was introduced
here, much larger corpora are required.
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